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When push comes to shove, two Kentucky girls find strength in each other.Ivy June Mosely and

Catherine Combs, two girls from different parts of Kentucky, are participating in the first

seventh-grade student exchange program between their schools. The girls will stay at each

otherâ€™s homes, attend school together, and record their experience in their journals. Catherine

and her family have a beautiful home with plenty of space. Since Ivy Juneâ€™s house is crowded,

she lives with her grandparents. Her Pappaw works in the coal mines supporting four generations of

kinfolk. Ivy June canâ€™t wait until he leaves that mine forever and retires. As the girls get closer,

they discover theyâ€™re more alike than different, especially when they face the terror of not

knowing whatâ€™s happening to those they love most.
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FAITH, HOPE, AND IVY JUNE by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor is a marvelous book for middle-graders. I

had high expectations for this book because Ms. Naylor has written so many fantastic books for

young people including the Newberry Award winning novel SHILOH; and I am so happy to say that I

wasn't disappointed. FAITH, HOPE, AND IVY JUNE is just one of those books that will stay with you

for a long time after you've finished reading it. The story, the characters, and the lessons in this



story are all extremely memorable.FAITH, HOPE, AND IVY JUNE is already receiving awards -- it is

the winner of the Kid's Indie Next List "Inspired Recommendations for Kids from Indie Booksellers."

As far as I'm concerned, there should be many more awards coming in the next few months. This

book not only told a very good story, but it also had terrific characters who learned so many

important life lessons.I think one of the reasons that I enjoyed this story so much was because I

could somewhat relate to it. As a child, I never participated in an exchange program, but I did attend

a lot of new schools because my family moved so often. I could understand both of the girls' fears

and insecurities about entering new and very different environments. Another way that I could relate

to this book was because it pertained to coal mines. My family comes from a line of coal miners who

live in Western Pennsylvania. I enjoyed reading about life in the coal mines and how incredibly risky

and difficult a coal miner's job is.If I put on my "mother" hat (instead of just my "reader" hat), I have

to say that the lessons in this book were wonderful.

FAITH, HOPE, AND IVY JUNE is about two girls from totally different places and backgrounds who

participate in a student exchange program. Although both girls are from Kentucky, one is from the

bustling city of Lexington and the other is from the mountains.Ivy June is excited about her

upcoming trip to spend two weeks with Catherine in Lexington, Kentucky. The exchange program

was organized by their schools, and Ivy June was encouraged to apply by her family, especially her

grandparents. Her name was chosen from among six names thrown into a coffee can.Although she

is excited about the adventure, she worries about fitting in in the big city. She knows Catherine will

no doubt live in a fancy house with indoor plumbing which will be a welcome change, but Ivy June

doesn't want to end up coming back home wishing for a different life. She has been living with her

grandparents for some time now. It was just getting too crowded over at her old house. She's just a

short walk from her ma and pa, but being the only child living with her grandparents and her

100-year-old great-grandmother has given her more of a sense of belonging and love then she ever

had at home.The idea of the exchange program is for Ivy June to stay with Catherine for two weeks.

She is to attend Catherine's private school for one week, and then enjoy a week of sight-seeing

during Catherine's spring break. After a week back in the mountains, Catherine is scheduled to visit

Ivy June for two weeks.Both girls might be in seventh grade, but that's about where the similarities

in lifestyle end. How will they get along?Can they each adjust to the vastly different economic

conditions and completely different family structures they will encounter?
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